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About This Game

Galaxy squad is turn-based tactical roguelike, in which you are leading a squad of mercenaries through randomly generated
galaxy with different events.

The game combines node-based exploration with random events, similar to games like FTL or Renowned Explorers, with
hardcore tactical battles, inspired by XCOM series. All your characters are randomly generated, and you can evolve them

however you want, creating ultimate crew.

FEATURES:

Explore different planets and systems, fight huge amounts of enemies

Upgrade your ship and use it's system in events or in battles

Explore space stations, find quests

Powerful story campaign system, involving your characters and branching storylines

Upgrade your equipment with different modifications and find rare loot
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Title: Galaxy Squad
Genre: Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Kazakov Oleg
Publisher:
Kazakov Oleg
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2018
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God tier game. This game turned my life around.. DeadBuccaneers.. CHALK THIS GAME UNDER 'WHY DID I BUY THIS'.
GO DOWNLOAD A NES ROM OR SOMETHING. 1 STAR OUT. A great boardgame...made better by not having to deal
with the mind boggling number of pieces and line of sight rules. I love it! A real improvement compared to A4. The story and
art is polished. The map is bigger with various points of interest.
I also like how Jeff listens to each beta-tester and implements player feedback in his future installments. (replaced the new
clunky engine with the perfect olden one, brought back the puzzles and polished the game)
What really stands out for me, is the good storytelling. (fan of Geneforge, Avadon and Nethergate)
I'm enjoying every minute in this game. Well worth the price.. Not very long and the controls are sometimes fussy, but
otherwise completely joyful.. I did not use this game to farm trading cards.. i made some traps 10/10 great game. If you like:

* Cutsey Anime animals
* Absurd Chinglish storylines presented via skippable text
* Puzzle platformers with floating jumping
* Puzzle games that hurt your brain due to the puzzles
* Platformers that hurt your brain due to the control scheme
* Only getting 4 stars out of 5 even thought you\u2019re doing it as fast as your poor brain can muster

then Dreamimals is for you!

Negatives:
You have to restart the level multiple times before you can finish it to figure out where everything is, but restarting a level
requires you to press start -> down -> a. It would be more helpful if it was bound to a shoulder button or something.

edit: Apparently this is the second game in the series. The first one might be easier. I have no idea as I've never played it.
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At first I was like "Oh, what a nice game with nostalgic feelings".
But then it came the second stage and I got a Fox with a gun!
And you can use the gun to fly!
What else could you wish for?
It's a flying Fox with a gun!

Anyway, a great retro style platforming game, with nice controls and good graphics, that reminds me of the old NES.
It really stands out for it's originality, and I wish I had games like this on Snes when I was a kid.. It's a bit dated, but great fun! A
lot of people say that the controls are bad, but they're not. You get the hang of them, and if not the game does tell you some of
the controls. Overall worth the $1!. this game is like a zen-garden, I love it!

pros:
-it's very relaxing
-good controls
-awesome leveldesign
-relaxing music

cons:
-lacking options in settings

to dev:
do so we can change gamma

over all:
this game isn't for everyone, some may fell like it's too repetetive. I like it the way it is. So if you like platforming and have
patience to play the same thing, buy this game now!. [ Fables from the Den ]

Life lessons made adorable
. This game is better than cornflakes. And I like cornflakes.. Hahaha!
This game is so terrible. So terrible it's a little funny. I got it on an amazing pack for a dollar, only got the pack for the other
games.

Do NOT buy this!. Truly, an amazing experience. I actually played this when it was on show at a convention; it was good then,
and it's still good now. A flawless soundtrack, a pulse racing gaming experience, and all around very entertaining.

My only issues have been occasional frame tearing (which, considering I'm using a gaming laptop, is somewhat concerning), and
the fact that I would have preferred to get it on my Xbox One, but it was pulled from the marketplace before I could purchase it.

Thank you anyway; an amazing game that has obviously had heart and soul poured into it.
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